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<table>
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---

(R) - ITEM IS RESTRICTED
Forwarded herewith are two photographs of alias Eric Starvo GALT. We recommend they be passed to [redacted] as soon as possible, either directly or via [redacted].

Reference: DIRECTOR 02661, 15 April 1963

Attachment: As stated H/W

Distribution: Orig. & 1 - [redacted] w/att. H/W.
DESCRIPTION

Age:
36, born July 20, 1931 (not supported by birth records)

Height:
5'8" to 5'11"

Weight:
160 to 175 pounds

Build:
Medium

Hair:
Brown, possibly cut short.

Complexion:
Has claimed employment as seaman

Race:
Noticeably protruding left ear; reportedly is a lone wolf; allegedly
attended dance instruction school; has reportedly completed course
in bartending.

Eyes:
Blue or hazel

CAUTION

GALT IS SOUGHT IN CONNECTION WITH A MURDER WHEREIN THE VICTIM WAS
SHOT. CONSIDER ARMED AND EXTREMELY DANGEROUS.

A Federal warrant was issued on April 17, 1968, at Birmingham, Alabama, charging Galt with con-
spiring to interfere with a Constitutional Right of a citizen (Title 18, U. S. Code, Section 241).

IF YOU HAVE ANY INFORMATION CONCERNING THIS PERSON, PLEASE NOTIFY ME OR CONTACT YOUR
LOCAL FBI OFFICE. TELEPHONE NUMBERS AND ADDRESSES OF ALL FBI OFFICES LISTED ON BACK.
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